Fashion Fads - Word Search

Do you recognize the fashion fads in this word search? The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with backwards.

ACIDWASH
BELLBOTTOMS
BOWLHAIRCUT
BUTTERFLYCLIP
CARGOPANTS
CORSET
CROCS
FEDORA
FLANNEL
FRINGE
HAREMPANTS
JELLYSANDALS
LEATHERJACKET
LEGWARMERS
MOMJEANS
MULLET
NEON
OVERALLS
ROMPER
SCRUNCHIES
SHOULDERPADS
SKORTS
STARTERJACKET
TIEDYE
TRUCKERHAT
TURTLENECKS
VESTS
VISORS
Fashion Fads - Word Search

Do you recognize the fashion fads in this word search? The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with backwards.

T E K C A J R E T R A T S
Y H V E S T S
D T E K C A J R E H T A E L N
A E T A H R E K C U R T E
C I E L E G W A R M E R S O
I T M F S S T N
D P S K O R T S D M U B
W S N A E J M O M I A O R U
A N N P T T V
S S T N A P O G R A C G R T L I
H S L A D N A S Y L L E J E O E S C
T U C R I A H L W O B R D B N O O
R V F F L L E R R
U A E L L U L C S S
N R Y A O E K R E
A C O C N H B S E T
L R H D L N S P
L O I E M U L L E T M
S C P E F L O
S S R

ACIDWASH  CROCS  LEATHERJACKET  ROMPER  TRUCKERHAT
BELLBOTTOMS  FEDORA  LEGGINGS  SCRUNCHIES  TURTLENECKS
BOWLHAIRCUT  FLANNEL  MOMJEANS  SHOULDERPADS  VESTS
BUTTERFLYCLIP  FRINGE  MULLET  SKORTS  VISORS
CARGOPANTS  HAREMPANTS  NEON  STARTERJACKET  TIE DYE
CORSET  JELLYSANDALS  OVERALLS
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